Movement of Stranded Persons   Kerala – Tamil Nadu

**General Rule:** Passengers must secure the Destination State’s Pass before the Origin State’s Pass for travel. Passengers have to secure both passes before commencing journey. Rules of the Destination State’s quarantine protocols will apply.

I. Web portals for Tamil Nadu:

a) Inter-District and Inter-State movement in own vehicle (two wheelers, four wheelers and private buses): [www.tnepass.tnega.org](http://www.tnepass.tnega.org)

b) Movement from Tamil Nadu to other States in Government Transport: [https://rtos.nonresidenttamil.org](https://rtos.nonresidenttamil.org)

c) Movement from other States to Tamil Nadu in Government Transport: [https://rttn.nonresidenttamil.org](https://rttn.nonresidenttamil.org)

d) For those awaiting Government transport assistance, we request to kindly wait since the arrangements are being made.

e) All passengers will have to strictly follow the quarantine rules and health precautions established by the origin and destination States.

f) 28 days’ quarantine for Tamil Nadu is the norm for incoming passengers.

g) For queries and information please Contact: 9345168402, 9444920525, 9566033111, 9080144760, 9566300846, 9444761625

h) Toll free Nos: 1070 & 1077, 1-800-425-1333 (8am to 8pm).

II. Web portals for Kerala:

a. Person from Kerala stranded in Tamil Nadu:

a) Has to register himself/herself on NorkaRoots website and secure the pass on e-jagrata website of Government of Kerala. [https://covid19jagratha.kerala.nic.in/](https://covid19jagratha.kerala.nic.in/)

b) Has to apply for Tamilnadu pass as per category.

c) Only after fulfilling these two conditions, he/she can travel.

b. Persons from Tamil Nadu stranded in Kerala:

a) Has to apply for Tamilnadu pass as per category.

b) Has to register himself/herself on NorkaRoots website and secure the pass on e-jagrata website of Government of Kerala. [https://covid19jagratha.kerala.nic.in/](https://covid19jagratha.kerala.nic.in/)

c) Medical screening at designated centres notified by resident District Collector in Kerala

d) Only after fulfilling these two conditions, he/she can travel.

e) Kerala War Room Contact No: 8281312912, 0471 2517225